
LIQUID PREBIOTICS

IMPROVE YIELDS & PROFITS!

OXY-LINETM

OXYGENATE YOUR POND WATER!
BOOST FISH AND SHRIMP PRODUCTION!



OXY-LINETM — an Investment in Pond Success!

Improve Growth - Reduce Stress - Increase Your Profits!

 9 Aids Stress Reduction & Health
 9 Better Feed Conversion Rate (FCR)
 9 Aids Earlier Maturation in the Hatchery Stage
 9 Enzymatically Aids Digestion

 9 Faster Break-Down of Pond Bottom Sludge

 If You’ve Got Aqua Ponds, We’ve Got Your Solution! | OXY-LINE™ Manufactured by Biofeed Solutions, Inc.

Prebiotics with the O2 AdvantageOXY-LINETM

OXY-POND™ is a rich 
source of specialized Oxygen 
Releasing Enzymes that 
release oxygen into the water! 
This action complements 
paddle wheel or mechanical 
aeration systems to ensure 
adequate oxygen levels for 
growing healthier fish and 
shrimp and maintaining 
aerobic bio-systems to digest 
unwanted sludge and reduce 

disease occurrence. 

OXY-TERRA™ is a pond-
bottom pretreatment formula 
that contains a concentrated 
blend of organic acids, enzymes 
and bio-nutrients designed 
to stimulate and feed aerobic 
bacteria in the pond bottom soil. 
Provides energy required by 
aerobic bacteria to break down 
and digest sludge, proteins, 
fecal coliform and fasces. Helps 
reduce or eliminate the growth of 

unwanted E-coli.
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OXY-LINETM — an Investment in Pond Success!

Improve Growth - Reduce Stress - Increase Your Profits!

 9 Promotes Uniform Growth
 9 Reduces Mortality Rate
 9 Greater Inhibition of Pathogens & Disease
 9 Reduces Pond Transfer Shock

 9 Faster Break-Down of Pond Bottom Sludge

P.O. Box 3434 Glendale, AZ 85311  |  602-BIO-FEED  |  www.oxy-line.com

Increase Dissolved Oxygen Levels 

OXY-HATCH™ is a formulation 
of concentrated organic water 
stabilizers and Oxygen Releasing 
Enzymes specially blended to 
protect tender young fish and 
shrimp hatchlings during the pre-
pond hatchery stage. Also helps 
to build disease resistance and 

hasten earlier maturity.



Manufactured by:

Biofeed Solutions, Inc.
P.O. Box 3434 ● Glendale, AZ 85311 ● USA 
Office: 602-BIO-FEED (246-3333)
Fax: 623-930-8598 
www.oxy-line.com

Innovation That GrowsSM

Aquatic scientists agree that the toxicity found in most 
ponds stems from a lack of oxygen. Ponds lacking 
adequate oxygen are known as anaerobic, while 
ponds with adequate oxygen are referred to as 
aerobic. Bad odors and ammonia are the first 
indicators that the pond is anaerobic or sick. 
Therefore, many aqua-farmers mechanically 
aerate their ponds, often 24 hours a day using 
pumps or paddles that stir air into the water… 
but this practice is very costly and may not fully 
solve the problem!

When using OXY-LINE™, oxygen levels rise and 
anaerobic conditions usually disappear within days, sludge 
begins to break-down faster and feed efficiency improves as 

overall water quality improves. Also, your ponds biological 
activity will begin to become more conducive to fish and 

shrimp health. 

Numerous trials and university studies have proven 
the effectiveness of OXY-LINE™ products in a 
variety of ponds. 

OXY-LINE™ brings a new approach to improving 
soil and water oxygenation. Our exciting HDH enzyme 

technology naturally releases elemental oxygen 
right into your soil and pond water! This action 
creates a more aerobic environment that 
helps your fish and shrimp grow healthier,  
faster and more disease-free! 

Use OXY-POND™ with or without mechanical aeration to improve pond water quality.

  Contact your Biofeed® dealer today for a profitable pond management program to meet your aquatic needs!
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OXY-LINETM is a concentrated prebiotic and enzyme blend specifically designed for all phases of aquaculture pond 
management. OXY-LINETM consists of several carefully selected prebiotics and specialized HDH enzymes.

OXY-LINETM liquid products are available in: 
10 Liter Jugs (2 per Case) 
20 Liter Pails 
208 Liter Drums 
1040 Liter Totes 
1250 Liter Totes


